WARREN’S REPORT

2016 will no doubt be recorded in the annals of Trinity College’s history as important and noteworthy, highlighted principally by two milestones; the commencement of classes in the Gateway building and the convening of the inaugural Indigenous Tertiary Education Conference.

GATEWAY BUILDING

On 22 August 2016, we welcomed over 400 Pathways School students for the first day of classes in the $30 million Gateway building. The Gateway building affirms and strengthens our partnership with the University of Melbourne, particularly in preparing international students to study and live in Melbourne. It is a tangible expression of Trinity’s commitment to higher education and to providing transformative experiences for young people of any nationality, ethnicity, race or creed. The building provides exceptional tutorial resources for pathways, residential and theological students and state of the art facilities for visual and performing arts.

INDIGENOUS TERTIARY EDUCATION CONFERENCE

On 18–19 November 2016, Trinity College in partnership with the Melbourne Centre for the Study of Higher Education hosted the inaugural Indigenous Tertiary Education Conference in the Gateway building.

Focusing on the theme of transitions, the conference provided a forum where a diverse range of people came together to share information and knowledge on how best to support and improve outcomes for Indigenous higher education students.

The 2016 Narrm Orator, Stan Grant (journalist, social commentator and author), chaired the student forum. At this session, four of Trinity’s Indigenous students [Alexandra Hohoi, Douglas Briggs, Eloise Bentley and Neerim Callope] spoke candidly with audience members about the challenges facing Indigenous students transitioning to higher education.

I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to the Conference Committee chaired by Professor Ian Anderson, the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Engagement) and Foundation Chair in Indigenous Higher Education at the University of Melbourne; the Conference Ambassador Professor Marcia Langton, Fellow of Trinity College and Foundation Chair of Australian Indigenous Studies at the University of Melbourne and Rachel Landgren (TC 2006), Indigenous Conference Project Officer, for her tireless work in helping to organise the conference.

The College strives to deliver on our commitment to improve educational outcomes for Indigenous Australians and the ongoing work of reconciliation between Australia’s First Peoples and non-Indigenous Australians.

THE STRATEGIC PURPOSE

In March 2016, Trinity College began the process of developing a new Strategic Plan. The College partnered with Social Ventures Australia (SVA), consultants in the not-for-profit sector, to ensure the Strategic Plan supports the development of the College consistent with our values and purpose.

A succinct statement of the College’s Strategic Purpose was developed with input from many members of the extended College community. That statement, approved by the Trinity College Board, is:

‘Trinity College is a vibrant, diverse community inspiring and enabling students of exceptional promise to imagine and achieve a better world.’

The strategic planning process has been very revealing – did you know for instance that if we continue with our current enrolments, we will have almost 70,000 alumni by 2050, that the Residential College had students from 120 schools in residence in 2016 and that the fifth top source of students for the Residential College was the Pathways School?

DIVISION OVERVIEW

Trinity College continued to host events for students, alumni and friends of the College both domestically and internationally; reunions for young and older alumni. The year featured continuing success stories from students, staff, alumni and friends of the College and many highlights from each division of the College [Pathways School, Residential College and the Theological School].

In addition to the opening of the Gateway building and commencement of classes on 22 August 2016 for students in the Pathways School, the year also featured the establishment of a Foundation Studies Alumni Committee to connect with Foundation Studies Alumni as well as increased engagement with Foundation Studies students and alumni through the Careers and Alumni Office. The Pathways School Marketing team also identified new and emerging markets including Iran, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan and Nigeria. A Chaplain and Nurse were recruited to provide welfare support for students and staff within the Pathways School and more broadly throughout the College.

The sporting year was hugely successful in the Residential College with our women earning the intercollegiate Holmes Shield for most successful college, the men finishing second in the Cowan Cup and Trinity earning the combined trophy, the Tickner Cup. The year also saw the women go back-to-back in the netball for the first time and the men’s Australian Rules team claim their third consecutive premiership. The successes on the sporting field were matched by outstanding academic and extra-curricular achievement off the pitch. Miranda Gronow (TC 2012), past residential student and current Resident Tutor in Classics and Ancient Civilizations, was awarded the Academic Medal for the Faculty of Arts as she was the highest achieving...
student in the Faculty in her undergraduate degree. Residential student Tyson Holloway-Clarke was appointed the President of the Melbourne University Student Union (UMSU). The 2016 recipient of the Bill Cowan Award for Alumnus of the Year was Julian McMahon (TC 1986), human rights lawyer who was in residence and tutored at Trinity in the late 1980s. In 2016, he was also named Victorian Australian of the Year for his work as a barrister, human rights advocate and fierce opponent of the death penalty.

In the Theological School, we continued to strengthen our partnership with the University of Divinity, which began in 2015. In February 2016, we held the Anglican Conference, ‘Life in Abundance’, a forum for theologians across the Anglican Church of Australia to come together and discuss various issues in their dioceses. In August, the Archbishop’s Dinner raised over $170,000 for the Faith in Our Future Appeal. The money raised has gone to the appointment of an additional staff member, The Revd Dr Robyn Whitaker (TCTS 1998), who is contributing greatly to the future of Trinity College Theological Studies as the Bromby Lecturer in Biblical Studies and Online Coordinator. The Theological School had six students residing within the College in 2016, three of whom were undertaking doctoral studies. Four of the students shared a house on Royal Parade, and created a new community linked both to the Residential College and the Theological School. Finally, I congratulate and commend our five students from the Theological School who were ordained to the priesthood on 26 November 2016.

Our community is thriving, it is an incredible place for our students to live and study and for those of us who are fortunate enough to work here.

All with best wishes,
Professor Ken Hinchcliff
Warden
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**STAFF ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

**Professor Ken Hinchliff**’s governance roles in 2016 included serving as a Non-Executive Director on the Board of Zoological Parks and Gardens, Victoria, and Chair of the Scientific Advisory Committee of Zoos Victoria. Internationally, Ken served as a (non-voting) member on the Board of Regents, American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine, co-chair and co-editor-in-chief of the Journal of Veterinary Internal Medicine, and a member of the editorial board of the Journal of Comparative Exercise Physiology. Ken was also a member of the Listing Committee, Federation Equestre Internationale, Lausanne, Switzerland.


**Ms Denise Bush** attended the Australia-Pacific Association for International Education Conference in February in Melbourne, the International Education Association of Australia Pathways Special Interest Group Forum in May in Sydney, the International Education Association of Australia Transnational Education Special Interest Group and the 2016 Australian and APAC Higher Education Summit, both in July in Melbourne, the Delegation to meet Assistant Minister for Immigration, Alex Hawke in September in Sydney, and the The Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency Conference in November in Melbourne. Denise was elected Deputy Convener of the The International Education Association of Australia Pathways Special Interest Group in late 2016.

**Dr Peter Campbell, JP**, is Chair of the Student Services Committee of the University of Divinity, and a member of the Academic Board. He is an Honorary Research Fellow in the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music, the University of Melbourne. He continued as a member of the editorial committee for Context: A Journal of Music Research, as Treasurer of the Victorian Chapter of the Musicological Society of Australia (MSA), and as Treasurer of Ensemble Gombert Inc. He contributed the article on ‘Art Music in Australia’ for the prestigious German encyclopedia Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Kassel: MGG/Bärenreiter, 2016), and his carol ‘I Sing of a Maiden’ was sung by the Choir of Trinity College during their services in December.

**Dr David Collins** completed a Ph. D. [Doctor of Philosophy] in Social Theory at the University of Melbourne entitled “The Internet and its Discontents: An Analysis of the Impact of Digital Communication Technologies.” He attended the “Cities & Successful Societies” conference at the Australian Catholic University and presented “The magnified self: how Internet platforms magnify primal emotional states,” and attended the “1st International Conference on Contemporary and Historical Approaches to Emotions” conference, at the University of Wollongong and presented “The Internet and its Discontents: Why I Treat People Worse Online than in Real Life”. Both papers were based on the work within his Ph. D. thesis. In relation to Indigenous education, he attended the Indigenous Tertiary Education Conference at Trinity College and co-presented “The Bachelor of Arts [Extended] and Bachelor of Science [Extended] programs as transition pathways into university studies”. Based on the work within Trinity’s Bachelor of Science Extended program, he presented “Transcending to university mathematics: the value of a well-designed transitional mathematics sequence,” at the “Value Us, Value Our Education, Value Our Future: Transforming Mathematics Education” conference, and “Transcending from school to university: A transitional mathematics sequence at the University of Melbourne,” at the “Connect, Reflect, Recharge: YDC Sharing Summit”. David attended the University of Melbourne’s Australian Indigenous Studies Colloquium, “More Than Survival: Empowered Communities in the Workplace” and presented “LaTeX: A Global Community for Maths Educators” that outlined how shared mathematical interest can be a basis for community within the workplace.


**Mrs Marina Comport** attended VALA’s 18th Biennial Conference and Exhibition (Libraries, Technology and the Future).

**Dr Alicia Coram** attended the ‘Extended Responsibility’ conference hosted by the Practical Justice Initiative at UNSW in November, where she presented a paper entitled “Practical rationality, responsibility and the extended mind”. She also presented a guest lecture entitled “The philosophical basis of mainstream environmentalism” in the University of Melbourne’s Australian Environmental Philosophy course.

**The Revd Dr Cecilia Francis**, as Emily Gavan Lecturer in Practical Theology, was visiting preacher in the parish of St Matthew’s, Broadford, on 25 September 2016 and spoke at a lunch in honour of Emily Gavan in the parish’s Gavan Hall. Cecilia was elected as Secretary of the Australia and New Zealand Association for Theological Field Education (AZATFE) and presented a paper entitled “Formation for leadership in a ‘Missional Context’”
at the ANZATFE Research Day in November 2016.

Dr Nazanin Ghodrati attended the eLearning Conference at Trinity College in September, where she presented a paper entitled "Project Based Learning and Collaborative Academic Writing with Technology: A Case Study of English for Academic Purposes Students at Trinity College Foundation Studies". She also attended the Indigenous Tertiary Education Conference at Trinity College in November as part of her training as the newly appointed Coordinator for the EAP Subject in the Bachelor of Arts Extended Program.

Dr Susan Karpasitis attended the 4th Biannual conference "What Happens Now: Neo Liberalism and Radical Poetics" at the University of Lincoln in July. Her paper was entitled "Anti-Social Personality Disorder and the Psychiatric Beach Read".

Revd Canon Professor Dorothy Lee published a number of book reviews and dictionary articles, including a chapter entitled ‘Imagery’ in D. Estes & R. Sheridan (eds.), How John Works: Storytelling in the Fourth Gospel (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature Press, 2016): 151-170. She gave a series of studies on the Bible for the ‘Life in Abundance’ Mission Conference in February which was held at Trinity and organised by the Theological School and several Anglican agencies, and attended by 200 people. She gave a paper at the Australian and New Zealand Association of Theological Schools’ conference in Melbourne entitled, ‘Creation and Ethics in the Gospel of John’. She also gave a paper [in absentia] at the Society of Biblical Literature Conference in the USA in the Johannine Literature Section entitled, ‘Sensuality, the Body/ Flesh and Creation in the Gospel of John’. Dorothy wrote a regular column in The Melbourne Anglican on theological issues and preached and gave addresses at a number of parishes and dioceses in Melbourne and Victoria. Dorothy attended the annual Doctrine Commission of the Anglican Church, of which she is a member, in March which was held in Adelaide. She was also appointed to the Standing Committee of General Synod in the Anglican Church of Australia and attended interstate meetings. She is also a Canon of St Paul’s Cathedral, Melbourne, and Canon Theologian of Holy Trinity Cathedral, Wangaratta, and a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities. Dorothy completed in December the final proofs of her forthcoming book with Paulist Press, The Gospels Speak: Addressing Life’s Questions.

Dr Tamar Lewit’s academic activities in 2016 included completing an invited chapter ‘Invention, tinkering, or transfer? Innovation in oil and wine presses in the Roman Empire’, in P. Erdkamp, K. Verboven and A. Zuideroek (eds) Capital, Investment and Innovation in the Roman World, Oxford Studies on the Roman Economy (OSRE) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, in press), and Review of Banaji, J. Exploring the Economy of Late Antiquity, The Classical Review 67 (2016): in press. She co-authored with Professor A Chavarria (Padova University) a conference presentation on human interaction with the environment through settlement and land use in the first millennium Mediterranean for the international conference Environment and Society in the First Millennium A.D., The Society of Antiquaries, London. She presented a lecture on archaeological evidence for transformation in the 4th century Roman Empire in the School of Historical and Philosophical Studies, University of Melbourne, and seminar on ‘Technological Innovation in Roman Oil and Wine Presses’ to staff of the Centre for Classical Studies and the School of Archaeology and Anthropology at the Australian National University, Canberra. She also presented a seminar on archaeological methods within the Classics Honours: Methods and Evidence course (3rd to 4th year and Masters by Coursework) at ANU. Her academia.edu page was ranked in the top 0.1% of more than 30 million registered researchers worldwide in February 2016, and most notable 2016 citations of her research publications include A. Bresson, E. Lo Cascio, and F. Velde (eds.) The Oxford Handbook of Economies in the Classical World, Oxford, Oxford University Press (in press) and M. Decker 2016 The Byzantine Dark Ages, Bloomsbury Publishing, London. She continues to hold an Honorary Fellowship in the School of Historical and Philosophical Studies, The University of Melbourne.


At the University of Divinity’s research day in June, Mark spoke on the topic of ‘Ecclesiology and Election in the Early Fathers’, which will be published in the journal Colloquium (in-press). In March, Mark served as an assessor for the Australian Research Council, and examined a PhD thesis for the University of Queensland. At the request of Professor Peter Sherlock, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Divinity, Mark chaired the organising committee for the 2016 ANZATS conference. In July, Mark was appointed Deputy Dean of the Theological School. He continues as a research associate with the Centre for the Study of Religion and Politics at the University of St. Andrews. From November 2016 to January 2017, Mark was a visiting scholar at the Center for Barth Studies, at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Elspeth McCracken-Hewson served as Secretary of the Victoria Branch of Friends of the ABC.


Dr JooYeoul (JY) Ryu wrote a chapter entitled "Stanislavsky and Bharata:
Actor training at the National School of Drama in New Delhi,” published in Stanislavsky in the World: The System and its Transformations Across Continents, eds. Jonathan Pitches and Stefan Aquilina (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2016). This publication makes a significant contribution to Stanislavsky studies, recent research on theatre and globalization, theatre and (post)colonialism and to performer training historiographies.

**Don Saines** attended two theological conferences (Society for the Study of Theology, Durham UK, ANZATS Melbourne, and presented a paper entitled ‘Living into our Redemption: Christ and Reconciliation in Australia.’ Don’s article ‘Learning to be the Church: The Value of Learning Theory for Discipleship and Mission’ is to be published early 2017 in Pacifica. Don continues as a member of the University of Divinity learning and teaching committee, and a member of the working group reviewing assessment processes within the UD. Don is also a continuing member of the UD Ethics Committee during 2016. Don is the Chair of the Victorian Council of Church’s Faith and Order Commission which has been drawing together a report on the Word Council of Churches document The Church: Toward a Common Vision, Faith and Order Paper No. 214, 2013. Don also spoke at various parishes during the year throughout the Diocese of Melbourne.

**Kitty Vroomen**, as a member of ‘The Choir’ directed by Dr Jonathan Welch, performed the ‘Street Requiem (for those who died on the streets)’ in September, in the Old South Church Boston, MA and Carnegie Hall New York City. The performances helped raise funds and awareness for the homeless. Kitty has been a member of the choir since 2009. This choir supports ‘The Choir of Hard Knocks’, the ‘Music School of Hard Knocks’, and in 2016, St Vincent’s cancer research program. Kitty attended VALA’s 18th Biennial Conference and Exhibition (Libraries, Technology and the Future) and completed Master eLearning Course (online).

**Gale Watt** attended VALA’s 18th Biennial Conference and Exhibition (Libraries, Technology and the Future), COSA 2016 Conference and Training (BlueCLOUD Library Administration), and completed online Introduction to Gamification course (Designing Gamification).
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Mr Paul Elliott QC, TC 1968  
(to March)  
Ms Ann Grimwade, TC 1981  
(from March)  
Ms Rachel Hann, TC 1991  
Mr Jason Hughes, TC 2009  
(from March)  
Ms Dawn Leicester, TC 1979, Secretary  
Mr Ross Macaw QC, TC 1965  
(from March)  
Mr Timothy Roberts, TC 1981  
(to March)  
Ms Alison Robson, TC 1994  
Professor John Royle OAM, TC 1954  
Mr Andrew Tulloch, TC 1987  
Ms Irini Vazanelis, TC 2009  
(to March)  
Mr Michael Wyles, TC 2009  
(from March)  

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE FOUNDATION  
Mr Ian Solomon  
Chair
Ms Kathleen Bailey-Lord (to October)
Mr Scott Charles
Executive Director of the Foundation
Ms Sophie Gardiner
Mr Jonathon Gourlay
The Rt Revd James Grant
Professor Kenneth Hinchcliff
Warden
Mr Mark Leslie
Mr Michael Leslie Munckton
Ms Annabel Myer
Ms Amy Tennent
Mr Patrik Valsinger
Chief Financial Officer (to November)

FELLOWS OF THE COLLEGE

HONORARY FELLOWS
Ms Rowena Armstrong AO QC
The Hon. Austin Asche AC, KStJ, QC
Dr Graeme Blackman OAM
Mr David Brownbill AM
Associate Professor Anthony Buzzard
Mr W B ‘Barry’ Capp AM
The Most Revd Dr Peter Carnley AC
Mr Robert Champion de Crespigny AC
Mr Robert Clemente
Mr Bill Cowan AM
Mr Lauie Cox AO
The Rt Revd Andrew Curnow AM
Professor C. Ian Donaldson
Mrs Louise Gourlay OAM
Associate Professor Alison Inglis
Dr Michael ‘Taffy’ Jones AM, PSM
Professor Marcia Langton AM
Professor Richard Larkins AO
Dr Susan Lim
Dr Fay Marles AM
Emeritus Professor Peter McPhee AM
Dr N. Bruce Munro
Dr Roger Riordan AM
Professor Richard Smallwood AO
Mr Clive Smith
Ms Diana Smith
Dr Denis White

SENIOR FELLOWS
Sir Roderick Carnegie AC
Mr Robert Cripps AM
Mr Alan Cuthbertson
The Rt Revd James Grant AM
The Rt Revd Dr Peter Hollingworth AC, OBE
Mr Brian Lotton AC
Professor John Poynter AO, OBE
The Hon. Clive Tadgell AO, QC
Dr Mechai Viravudhya AO
Mr Richard Woolcott AC

ACADEMIC AND TEACHING FELLOWS
The Very Revd Professor Andrew McGowan
Ms Yassmin Abdel-Magied [from July]

FORMER SENIOR FELLOWS
Mr James Guest AM, OBE, VRD [†2015]
Sir Brian Scott Inglis AC [†2014]
Professor Robin Sharwood AM [†2015]
Professor Alan Shaw AO [†2012]

HONOURS
AUSTRALIA DAY
Mr Robert George Kirby AO [TC 1970]
The Honourable John Michael Batt AM [TC 1954]
Mr Philip Stanley Moss AM [TC 1969]
Dr Peter Bert Greenberg OAM [TC 1961]
Dr John Brodribb Tucker OAM [TC 1937]

QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY
Dr Edwin Sydney Crawcour AO [TC 1946]
Dr Andrew Cuthbertson AO (TC 1980)
Associate Professor John Owen King AM [TC 1961]
Dr David James Brumley OAM [TC 1969]

BEREAVEMENTS
Mr Patrick Andrew Melbourne BELL [TC 1934]
Mr Michael Richard CASLEY [TC 1976]
Mr Anthony David CASSON [TC 1955]
Dr Francis CORRY [TC 1949]
Revd. James Harvard CRANSWICK [TC 1941]
Dr Chester Robin GRAY [TC 1953]
Mr Percy Neil EVERIST OAM [TC 1951]
Mr Bruce J HALL [TC 1945]
Dr Arthur “Mick” Fenton HARGRAVE [TC 1946]
The Rev Dr. Colin Peter HOLDEN [TC 1972]
Mr Christopher John HOWELL [TC 1960]

ACADEMIC AND TEACHING FELLOWS
Mr Robert George Kirby AO (TC 1970)
The Honourable John Michael Batt AM (TC 1954)
Mr Philip Stanley Moss AM (TC 1969)
Dr Peter Bert Greenberg OAM (TC 1961)
Dr John Brodribb Tucker OAM (TC 1937)

FORMER SENIOR FELLOWS
Mr James Guest AM, OBE, VRD [†2015]
Sir Brian Scott Inglis AC [†2014]
Professor Robin Sharwood AM [†2015]
Professor Alan Shaw AO [†2012]

HONOURS
AUSTRALIA DAY
Mr Robert George Kirby AO [TC 1970]
The Honourable John Michael Batt AM [TC 1954]
Mr Philip Stanley Moss AM [TC 1969]
Dr Peter Bert Greenberg OAM [TC 1961]
Dr John Brodribb Tucker OAM [TC 1937]

QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY
Dr Edwin Sydney Crawcour AO [TC 1946]
Dr Andrew Cuthbertson AO (TC 1980)
Associate Professor John Owen King AM (TC 1961)
Dr David James Brumley OAM (TC 1969)

BEREAVEMENTS
Mr Patrick Andrew Melbourne BELL [TC 1934]
Mr Michael Richard CASLEY [TC 1976]
Mr Anthony David CASSON [TC 1955]
Dr Francis CORRY [TC 1949]
Revd. James Harvard CRANSWICK [TC 1941]
Dr Chester Robin GRAY [TC 1953]
Mr Percy Neil EVERIST OAM [TC 1951]
Mr Bruce J HALL [TC 1945]
Dr Arthur “Mick” Fenton HARGRAVE [TC 1946]
The Rev Dr. Colin Peter HOLDEN [TC 1972]
Mr Christopher John HOWELL [TC 1960]
VISITING SCHOLARS

Professor Joe Klewicki
University of Melbourne/University of New Hampshire
27 Jan – 30 Jun

The Rev’d Canon Dr Matthew Anstey
(TCTS Commencement Lecturer)
St Barnabas Theological College, Adelaide
19 Feb – 20 Feb

Ms Marika Duczinski
(Nakata Brophy Winner)
Young Indigenous Writer in Residence, UTS
22 Feb – 22 May

Professor Philip Deloria
Michigan University, Fulbright Scholar
8 Mar – 8 Apr

Professor Rob Philips
University of Richmond, Robins School of Business
11 Mar – 26 Mar

Mr Ralph Juli & Ms Kathy Ramsay
Indigenous Artists, Warmun Art Centre WA
26 Apr – 6 May

Sir Jonathan Mills
University of Melbourne
1 May – 20 May

Professor Janna Levin
Columbia University
16 May – 18 May

Mr Rusty Peters & Ms Remika Nocketta
Indigenous Artists, Warmun Art Centre WA
11 May – 14 May

The Rev’d Mathew Crane
St Matthew’s Wendouree, TCTS Alumnus
6 Jun – 8 Jun

Professor Linda Tuhikai Smith
University of Waikato, NZ
4 Jul – 31 Aug

Professor Larry Gostin
Georgetown University
23 Jul – 30 Jul

Dr. Nola Firth
Barry Marshall biographer
1 Aug – 14 Aug

Mr John Randall
St Philips Chambers, UK
3 Aug – 16 Aug

Professor David Hansen
Australian National University
7 Sep – 12 Sep

The Rev’d Dr Gregory Seach (Barry Marshall Lecturer)
Wollaston Theological College, Perth
9 Aug – 11 Aug

Sir Jonathan Mills
University of Melbourne
24 Sep – 17 Nov

Professor Melvyn Leffler
University of Virginia
25 Sep – 26 Oct

Mr Jose Ziebarth
Melbourne Law School
3 Oct – 12 Nov

Mr Patrick Mung Mung, Mrs Betty Carrington & Ms Nancy Daylight
Indigenous Artists, Warmun Art Centre WA
10 Oct – 16 Oct

Professor Mark Seymour
University of Otago, NZ
24 Oct – 11 Nov

Professor Laurie Johnson
University of Southern Queensland
14 Nov – 16 Nov

CHORAL AND ORGANS SCHOLARS

Dylan Casey
Sean Cutter
Miranda Gronow
Zac Hamilton-Russell
Emily Harding
Oliver Hendriks
Victoria Hofflin
Eliza Kelly
Kate Kirby
Ranald Macky
Lachlan McDonald
Joshua McLeod
George McPharlin
Grace Neville
Daniel Riley
Christopher Roache
Phoebe Thomson
Emma Warburton
Marion Wilson
Jennifer Yeoh

EMERITUS CHORAL SCHOLARS

David Barmby
Kristy Biber
Peter Campbell
Thomas Drent
Benjamin Namdarian
Philip Nicholls
Suzanne Shakespeare
Siobhán Stagg
Megan Warner

ORGAN SCHOLAR

Gillian McNaughton
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE

RESIDENT STUDENTS

Sarah Abell
Henry Adamson
Brandon Afiat
Zahara Akbarally
Hussain Alamein
Darcey Alexander
Eran Amarasinghe
Nelson Ambar
Esmail Ali Amini
Jessica Anderson
Amba-Rose Atkinson
Melena Atkinson
Samuel Atkinson
Jordan Auld
Nant Hnin Hnin Aye
Alistair Baker
Nicholas Banks
Thomas Bannan
Cameron Barr
Kai Barron
Molly Batrouney
Jonathan Bean
Paul-Marie Beau
Cameron Beckingsale
Thomas Beischer
Eloise Bentley
Nicholas Bernardo
Richard Bestel De Lezongard
Alethea Bett
Hugo Bienvenu
Matthew Blair
Matthew Blake
Claire Bostock
Conor Bowden
Georgia Brasington
Matthew Brennan
Brendan Brew
Douglas Briggs
Xenia Brookes
Ariella Buckley
Eirik Bugge
Le Nam Phuong Bui

Patrick Burton
Neerim Callope
Claudia Cameron
Emily Cameron
Joseph Carbone
Taylor Carre-Riddell
Hannah Carter
Emily Cassen
James Chan
David Chen
Philip Chen
Zi Han Chet
Lachlan Chomley
Jia-Xiong Choo
Charmaine Chow
Jocelyn Wai-Ling Chu
Kate Clark
Jackson Clarke
Jamie Collins
Maxwell Collins
Zac Collins-Widders
George Colman
Elise Coorey
Tiffany Copeland
Darcy Cordell
Imogen Corker
Blanka Covic
Finnlay Cowden
Thomas Crowhurst
Jacob Cubis
Amelia Curran
Sean Cutter
Tanika D’Souza
Yvette Dal Pozzo
Marina Daley
Jonathon Dawson
Jadalyn De Busch
Jazleen De Busch
Alistair de Steiger
Taylor Delmont
Manon Dennison
Madelaine Diamond
Charles Dixon
David Dixon
Ifeoma Donnellan
Bronte Douglas-Scarfe
Imogen Edwards
Hani Effendi
Harrison Emms
Cameron Engiman
Jamie Errington
Tatiana Estrada
Robert Fanning
James Fearnside
Tahlee Fereday
Evan Fonseka
Eliza Fordham
Andrew Freeman
Annabelle Gall
Coco Garner Davis
Aram Geletis
Stefan Geleta
Theodora Germanos-Galanis
Claire Gifford
James Goble
Charles Godber
Lucy Gough
Yana Gourevitch
Caroline Graham
Jessica Grills
Xanthe Hadfield
Lachlan Haig
Catharine Hallett
Lucinda Hallis
Emily Harding
Katie Hawker
Samuel Hayden
Marigold Hayward
John He
Eleanor Heathcote-Morris
Christopher Hebbard
Nicholas Henderson
Oliver Hendriks
Julia Henly
Thomas Hermsen
Henry Hewitson
Nikola Higgins
Shonae Hobson
Wilfrid Speagle
Shae Stabryla
George Stephen
Robbie-Lee Stephen
Harley Stephens
Clare Stokes
Georgia Storey
Liam Strickland
Samuel Strong
Lachlan Strover
Yufei Su
Eliza Sullivan
Isla Sutherland
Rebecca Szoka
Yuma Tamura
Muhammad Tariq
Kabir Thethy
Natasha Thiagarajah
Alexander Thomson
Lily Thurston
David Titeu
Caitlin Tjandra
Adam Todd
Thanh Tam Tran
Alex Trett
Moewin Tun Kin
Phoebe Ulrick
Alicia Vakalopoulos
Sarah Van der Post
Aquila Van Keuk
Arielle Vocale
Tia Vocale
Georgina Voss
John Vroos
Andy Wang
Xin Ran Wang
Daniel Watson
Matthew Watts
Harrie Weatherall
Risdon Weatherall
Charlie Weeden
Nicholas West
Brydie Weston
James Wilfen
Jack Williams
Benjamin Wilson
Marcus Wong
Angus Woods
Isabella Woolcott
Alexandra Wright
Jack Wright
Evan Wroe
Charlotte Wyles
Edward Wyles
Charles Wylie
Harry Wynn-Pope
Samuel Youngman
Richard Zhang
Wayne Zheng

ACADEMIC CERTIFICATES

ACADEMIC AWARDS SEMESTER 1
Hussain Alamein
Cameron Beckingsale
Ariella Buckley
Hannah Carter
Zi Han Chet
Kate Clark
Maxwell Collins
Robert Fanning
Tahlee Fereday
Theodora Germanos-Galanis
Julia Henly
Thomas Hermsen
Shonae Hobson
Tamara Hunt
Jacqueline Jiang
Md Zunayed Kabir
Catherine Kirby
Jack Marozzi
James McClure
William Mullins
Gueyoul Oh
Evelyn Parsonage
Joseph Percy
Tansy Pereira

ACADEMIC AWARDS SEMESTER 2
Brandon Afiat
Hussain Alamein
Cameron Beckingsale
Eloise Bentley
Emily Cameron
James Chan
Zi Han Chet
Lachlan Chomley
Jia-Xiong Choo
Kate Clark
Maxwell Collins
Thomas Crowhurst
Amelia Curran
Robert Fanning
Eliza Fordham
Theodora Germanos-Galanis
Caroline Graham
Kate Hawker
Thomas Hermsen
Senhao Huang
Tamara Hunt
John-Louis Irvine
Jacqueline Jiang
Zunayed Kabir
Catherine Kirby
Nicholas Lawler
Nicholas West
Wayne Zheng
Angus Mackey
Thomas McMahon
Holly McNaughton
Gueyoul Oh
Evelyn Parsonage
Joseph Percy
Andrew Pham
Lachlan Philips
Christopher Popovic
Reegan Quick
Shilpa Rath
Georgina Ridley
Katherine Roche
Rachael Rogers
Ardeshir Sahmeddini
Marcus Sevior
Georgia Smith
Marcus Soon
Shae Stabryla
Isla Sutherland
Rebecca Szoka
Alexander Thomson
John Vrodos
Xin Ran Wang
Andy Wang
Charlie Weeden
Marcus Wong
Wayne Zheng

RESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

A C Thompson Scholarship (1940)
Thoma Beischer
James Chan

A M White Scholarship (1918)
Katie Lynch

AGL and Peggy Shaw Scholarship (2012)
Aquila Van Keuk

A G Miller Scholarship (1933)
Hannah Carter

Alan Patterson International Scholarship (2002)
Thanh Tran

Amy Smith Recurrent Scholarship (1985)
Lily Thurston

Agnes Tait Robertson Scholarship for the Creative Arts (2006)
Yvette Dal Pozzo
Madelaine Diamond

A J Herd Scholarship (1996)
Oliver Hendriks

Arthur Hills Scholarship (1987)
Jaidan Shapcott-Jones

Bendigo Bank Scholarship (2007)
Mahinder

Campbell Scholarship (2007)
Jack Marozzi
Reegan Quick

Charles Abbott Scholarship (1986)
Christian Paynter

Charles Hebden Memorial Scholarship (1919)
Peter McIntosh

Yuma Tamura

Clive Smith Scholarships (2010)
Rachael Rogers
Lachlan Strover

Cybec Recurrent Scholarship (2005)
Esmail Amini
Matthew Brennan
Jordan Lo Piccolo
Amesh Perera
Muhummad Tariq
Ardeshir Sahmeddini

Cybec IT Endowed Scholarship (1994)
Matthew Brennan
Muhummad Tariq

David Jackson Scholarship (1999)
Charles Godber

David Wells Law Scholarship (1997)
Imogen Smith-Waters
Jamie Errington

Dr Andrew Fraser Medical Scholarship (2009)
Jocelyn Chu
Cameron Engelman
Andrew Freeman
Nicolas Senior
Yufei Su

Dr Susan Lim Medical Scholarship (2010)
Shilpa Rath
Wayne Zheng

Elizabeth Hebden Scholarship
Imogen Corker

Ethel and Edwin Cooper Scholarship (1978)
Toby Roundhill

Evan Burge Entrance Scholarship (1995)
Cameron Beckingsale
Daina Minchenko

Felicity Anne Curry Choral Scholarship (2006)
Phoebe Thomson

F F Knight Scholarship (1993)
Kate Clark

F L Armytage Scholarship (1883)
Thomas Hermse

Frank Henagan Scholarship (1997)
Jaidan Shapcott-Jones

Freemantle Choral Scholarship (2011)
Eliza Kelly

Fulford Research Scholarship (1925)
Jocelyn Chu

General Choral
George McPharlin

Geoffrey and Edith Pitcher Fund
Jacob Legarda
Snow Aye

H L Wilkinson Loan Fund
Andrew Pham

Helen Macpherson Smith Trust Scholarship (1985)
Finnlay Cowden

Helen Macpherson Smith Trust Choral Scholarship (1990)
Kate Kirby

Henry Berthon Scholarship (1886)
Thomas Hermse

Ian Home McKenzie Medical Scholarship (2001)
Nicholas Lawler

Indigenous Education Programs and Scholarships Recurrent Fund (2009)
Douglas Briggs

J H Sutton Scholarship (1925)
Matthew Watts

James A Grant Entrance Scholarship (2001)
Jade Simpson-Page

James Guest Memorial Jack Brockhoff Foundation Medical Scholarship (2015)
Ardeshir Sahmeddini

James Guest Science Scholarship (2007)
Adam Todd

John D Bamford Accounting Scholarship
Alana Minchenko

John Emmerson Scholarship (2014)
Shilpa Rath
Jade Simpson-Page

John Gibson Newcomers Scholarship
Hussain Alamein
John Ross-Perrier Bursary
Eleanor Heathcote-Morris
Matthew Watts
Joshua Hardy Scholarship (2015)
Jacob Cubis

Kenneth Moore Music Scholarship (2008)
Lyla Levy-Jordan

Le Souef Medical Scholarship (1999)
Ulrick Phoebe

Maurice Hurry Law Scholarship (1983)
Jamie Errington

Miltiades and Alkestis Chryssavgis Scholarship (1995)
Aram Geleris

Nancy Curry Choral Scholarship (2001)
Victoria Hofflin

N Bruce Munro Senior Scholarship (1984)
Katie Lynch
Madelaine Diamond

N Bruce Munro Organ Scholarship (1984)
Gillian McNaughton
Isabelle Napier
Howard O’Brien
Andy Wang
Theodora Galanis

N H M Forsyth Choral Scholarship (1997)
Ronald Macky
Alana Minchenko

Nerida Wylie Scholarship (2001)
Laura McConnell

Perry Scholarship (1873)
Georgina Ridley

Rosemary and Bryan Cutter Foundation Scholarship (2008)
Marli Mathewson

Peter Godfrey Choral Scholarship (2002)
George McPharlin

Peter Dennison Choral Scholarship (2002)
Kate Kirby
Alana Minchenko

Peter Godfrey Choral Scholarship (2002)

R A Must Scholarship (2000)
James Chan
Andrew Pham

Thomas Crowhurst

Reginald M V Blakemore Scholarship (1991)
Howard O’Brien

R F Stuart Burnett Scholarship (1996)
James McClure

Ronald Cowan Scholarship (2008)
Eleanor Heathcote-Morris

S A F Pond General Choral Scholarship (1980)
Sean Cutter
Grace Neville
Miranda Gronow
Joshua McLeod
Dylan Casey
Lachlan McDonald
Daniel Riley
Christopher Roache
Emma Warburton
Marion Wilson
Angus Woods
Jennifer Yeo
Zac Hamilton-Russell

S R Stoneman Scholarship (2010)
Amelia Curran

Simon Fraser Scholarship (1920)
Jia Xiong Choo

Sydney Wynne Scholarship (1970)
Isabella Kende

Trinity General Scholarship
Jordan Auld
Alethea Bett
Jackson Clark
Marley Holloway-Clarke
Luke Hopkins
Zunayed Kabir
Sophie Landgren
Bridget Lea
Emily Lewis
Mahinder
Laura McConnell
Dina Minchenko
Tessa Moon
Reegan Quick
Georgina Ridley
Toby Roundhill
Robbie-Lee Stephen
Georgia Storey
Phoebe Thomson
Adam Todd

Trinity Indigenous Scholarship
Jamie Collins

Trinity College Foundation Studies International Scholarship (2000)
Precious Rametsana

Trinity International Scholarship (2000)
Senhao Huang
Shakeel Lala
Gueyoul Oh
Yufei Su
Precious Rametsana

Trinity Resident Theological Scholarship
Hay Day Kunoo
Moe Win Tun Kin

William Cain Scholarship
Lily Thurston

Yorta Yorta Scholarship (2004)
Eloise Bentley

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL STUDENTS

UNDERGRADUATES

John AKOY
Sonya BARDEN
Galal BASHIR
Baw Mu Htoo BLEH DAH M00
Michael BOL
Paul CARR
Gregory COLBY
Donna DAVIS
Sarah DOWE
Emily FRASER
Tina GEORGE
John GEU
David HEWITSON-KERR
Paul HOBBY
Christine JOHNSON
Joel KELSEY
Nay Htoo KHIN
Martha KONGOR
Heidin KUNOO
Louise LANG
Frida LEMI
Diana LYALL
John MADDOCKS
Matthew MADUL
Michael MARKLEW
Catherine McGOVERN
Zebulan McKRELL
Mario MERLO
Peter MERRICK
Richard MERTON
Samuel MILLER
Nicole MORROW
Frederik MUL
Martin NADARAJAN
Robin ORPE
Richard PENNINGTON
David PERRYMAN
Benjamin PETSCHEL
Angela PEVERELL
Jesse POOLE
Helen QUINN
Bruce REEKIE
Christopher ROBERTS
Michael SCOWCROFT
Farah SHELBY
Helen SIMMONS
Michaela SORENSEN
Sarah STAPLETON
Amanda TANNOURI
Mark THORNTON
Moe Win TUN KIN
Catherine TURNBULL
Jane VINES
Melanie WHALLEY
Nicholas WHITE
Samuel WILKINSON
Brenda WILLIAMS
Mark YATES
Oliver YENGI

POSTGRADUATES
Roxanne ADDLEY
Christine ANGUS
Jefferson ASTFALCK
Douglas BADDELEY
Jillian BATTERBURY
Kathryn BELLHOUSE
Catherine CAMERON
Christopher CAROLANE
Yu CHEN
Hoi Yee Stella CHEUNG
Emma CLARK
Colleen CLAYTON
David CLEMENTS
Timothy COOMBS
Timothy COOMBS
Kieran CRICHTON
Lynda CROSSLEY
Louise CUTTS
Michael DANAHER
Paul DANIELS
Suzannah DANIELS
Annwn DAVIES
Jacqueline DREWE
Sarah DULLEY
Kathryn EDWARDS
Michael FREIER
Changzhi GAO
Damian GAUCI
Katherine GIBSON
Peter GUY
Caitlin HALLETT
Diane HATWELL
Jane HAWKINS
Fiona KEATING
Robert KOREN
Gavin KREBS
Srebrenka KUNEK
Chun LAU
Gemma LE MESURIER
Jacob LEGARDA
Graeme LEGGE
Lesley LEWIS
Angela LORRIGAN
David MANYOK
David MANYOK
Christopher McELHINNEY
Melinda McMAHON
Kyle MOFFITT
Kylie MURPHY
Andrew NEAL
Daniel NYIETH
JeongKook OH
David PIERCE
David RAWLINGS
Lachlan REDD
Andrea SHERKO
Valerie SHEVELS
Alan SMITH
Andrew STEERE
Carolyn TAN
Alae TAULE’ALO
Charlie THERMOS
Kathryn WATT
Keith WILKINS
June WINDOVER
Michelle WOOD
Alexander ZAJACZKOWSKI
Hua ZHONG
Wenjing ZHOU

RESEARCH/HIGHER DEGREES
Snow AYE
Genieve BLACKWELL
Lee BURNS
Christy CAPPER
Geoffrey CHEONG
Bryan CONES
Paul DANIELS
Nixon DE VERA
John DEANE
David DEMERS
Jasmine DOW
Emily FRASER
Luke HOPKINS
Jacob JOSEPH
Daniel KISLIAKOV
Lynda MCMINN
Philip NICHOLLS
Paul OSLINGTON
Shaheer SEDHOM
Atsushi SHIBAOKA
Josephine SNOWDON
Russell WESCOMBE
Richard WILSON

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL

COURSE COMPLETION

DIPLOMA IN THEOLOGY
Emily FRASER
Ju-Hyeon JEONG
Frederik MUL
Sarah STAPLETON
Samuel WILKINSON

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN THEOLOGY AND MINISTRY
John MADDOCKS
### THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL PRIZES

**BROMBY PRIZE FOR BIBLICAL GREEK**  
Gemma LE MESURIER

**STANTON ARCHER PRIZE FOR BIBLICAL STUDIES**  
Damian GAUCI  
Andrea SHERKO  
Mark THORNTON

**STANTON ARCHER PRIZE FOR CHURCH HISTORY**  
Jacqueline DREW

**CATHERINE LAUFER PRIZE FOR SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY**  
Kathryn BELLHOUSE

### THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS

**NIGEL AND MARGERY HERRING THEOLOGICAL STUDENTSHIP**  
Moe Win Tun Kin

**GEOFFREY AND EDITH PITCHER THEOLOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP**  
Paul CARR  
David HEWITSON-KERR  
Ben PETSCHEL  
Hay Day KUNOO  
Moe Win TUN KIN

**SUSAN SANDFORD THEOLOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP**  
Roxanne ADDLEY  
Christine ANGUS  
Lynda CROSSLEY  
Catherine TURNBULL

### ROSEMARY YOUNG THEOLOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP

Louise LANG

### FOUNDATION STUDIES

**FEBRUARY MAIN 2016**

- AGUSTINE Hana
- AHMAD Muhammad Tauriq Chayanne Bin
- AINUDDIN Syed Ahmed Saeed
- ALI Muhammad
- AMIRUL FARES Amirul Imran
- ANG Mink Chen
- ANG Jolyn Jing Ting
- AUNG CHIT Ace
- AUNG YE HTUT OO Andres
- BAI Jaiwen
- BEH Chia Chien
- BHULLAR Haseena Kaur
- BI Zhendi
- BIN Jerome Wen Jun
- BUI Trong Nhan
- BUN Chanvichet
- CAI Xiao
- CAI Dengya
- CAO Xinyu
- CAO Yichen
- CASSIM Talya Qamaara
- CELINE
- CHAI Yixue
- CHAM Celina Xiao Qing
- CHAN Jing Ren
- CHAN Yi Wen
- CHEAH Johan Firmansyah
- CHEN Minmin
- CHEN Meiyi
- CHEN Xi
- CHEN Xiandai
- CHEN Cheng
- CHEN Cheng
- CHEN Shihan
- CHEN Weiliang
- CHEN Chuanqi
- CHEN Zhipei
- CHEN Hong Liang

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DIVINITY**  
David MANYOK

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN THEOLOGY**  
Catherine SCHIEVE

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**  
Yu CHEN  
Michael DANAHER

**GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN THEOLOGY**  
Douglas BADDELEY  
Timothy COOMBS  
Caitlin HALLETT  
Diane HATWELL  
Christopher MCELHINNEY  
Andrew NEAL  
Carolyn TAN

**MASTER OF ARTS (THEOLOGY)**  
Roxanne ADDLEY  
Christopher CAROLANE  
Paul DANIELS  
Michael FREIER  
Jacob LEGARDA  
Angela LORRIGAN  
David MANYOK  
David RAWLINGS  
Andrea SHERKO  
Hua ZHONG

**MASTER OF DIVINITY**  
Kieran CRICHTON  
Dennis KITCHENS  
Graeme LEGGE  
Valerie SHEVELS

**BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY**  
Paul CARR  
Christine JOHNSON  
Heidin KUNOO  
Catherine McGOVERN  
David PERRYMAN

**TRINITY RESIDENTIAL THEOLOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP**  
Luke HOPKINS  
Jacob LEGARDA  
Snow AYE
YAN Chengxun Rupert
YANG Zheng
YANG Zhiqi
YANG Qinghan
YANG Tong
YANG Changshuo
YANG Leyi
YANG Yi
YANG Qiaolin
YANG Yijie
YAO Wei
YAP Kok Thai
YAP Yu-Zhong Glenn
YEUNG Yat
YIN Hongwei
YIN Zijian
YONG Kevin Jin Po
YOW Zi Ing
YU Kuai
YU Yue
YU Kexin
YU Jiayi
YUAN Huicheng
YUDISTIRA Yonatan Kristian
ZAIKARIAH Zayana Binte
ZHAI Haoyu
ZHANG Jingyi
ZHANG Hong
ZHANG Jiaqi
ZHANG Musha
ZHANG Hanwen
ZHANG Xiaoli
ZHANG Siting
ZHANG Shichao
ZHANG Zhifei
ZHANG Meng
ZHANG Xiaoyan
ZHANG Tong
ZHANG Shujin
ZHANG Yangyi
ZHANG Genghuan
ZHANG Yuju
ZHANG Qini
ZHANG Xiaoyu
ZHANG Zicong
ZHAO Mingzhan
ZHAO Chenyi
ZHAO Tong
ZHOU Zhaohui
ZHOU Yufan
ZHU Jincheng
ZHU Yuanhua
ZHUO Zhenzi
ZOU Jinni

**AUGUST MAIN 2016**

Ai Shiyu
AL ISHSAL Puteri Alisa
AMANDA Jocelyn
ANG Zachary Avery
AUNG ZEYAR OO Aung Zeyar Oo
BEH Le Shen
BRAMASTA Verrel Aditya
CAHYANA Naufal Nadhif
CAI Zitao
CAO Shuyan
CHE Xun
CHEN Siyu
CHEN Xiongbin
CHEN Ziye
CHEN Yuhang
CHEN Siyi
CHEN Ziqi
CHEN Xumin
CHEN Yanbo
CHEN Neng
CHEN Yu-Hsuan
CHENG ShuoZhe
CHIA Minjun
CHIN Cassandra Jo Wei
DA COSTA GOTODA Gabriela
DA COSTA GOTODA Beatriz
DENG Jia
DING Ziyeng
DINH Lan Tien
DJAJAT William Ephraim
DO Kieu Trinh
DO Minh Hien
DONIKA PUTRI Zevanya Graciella
DOU Yifan
FADILA Bekatrina
FAN Xuedan
FANG Yini
FARIZ TEO Fazlina Binti
FEBRIANA Valerie
FENG Jiahui
FU Ruiyang
FU Shengyuan
FULBERTUS Brigitta Ivana
GAO Tongtong
GAO Yuhan
GAO XiaoYu
GAO Tianhui
GONG Weixi
GUE Ling Hwee
GUI Yaoyao
GUO Shunshun
GUO Jixuan
HALIM Cecilia Maureen Juliana
HAN Di
HAN Chengcheng
HAN Wanshan
HARIJANTO Gabriela Kidney
HE Xiwen
HE Yue
HENRY Chris
HERMANTO Timothy
HO Bryan Chun Eng
HOU Beijun
HTET HLYAN PHYO Cedrict
HTUN ANDRA AUNG Jessica
HU Yuxuan
HU Shuangying
HU Bohao
HUANG Hanyi
HUANG Xiaoyu
HUANG Yinqing
HUANG Xiran
HUANG Xinran
HUANG Tan Ni
IMELDA
INANTO Jason
ISKANDAR Albert Karsten
JI Xiaobo
JIANG Yuntong
JIANG Xiaojie
JIANG Han
JIANG Lai
JIN Liangbo
JIN Xiaoguang
JING Wei
JONKWOK Brandon
JOSHUA Don
KARAMI Maryam
KAUNG KHANT ZAW Donald
KENNIE Claudia
KOH Zu Jiunn
KOMAN Jason
KONG Zilin
KYAW ZAW HEIN Angelo
LAIVARINTR Renee Shuyi
LAN Junwen
LANG Peiqi
LE Quy Dat
LE Hoang Anh
LEE Mei Xin
LEE Kah Meng
LEE Herman Zhi Yan
LEI Wanxin
LI Qinwei
LI Yining
LI Jiameng
LI Peiyao
LI Zhuoqun
LI Shiqi
LI Yihan
LI Meixuan
LI Hao
LI Xin
LI Shuling
LI Qi
LI Weicheng
LI Jiarkun
LI Yuzheng
LI Fangyuan
LI Sicheng
LI Ruimeng
LI Iat Tin
LI Ji-Ying
LIM Chering Yee
LIM Jue Yui
LIM Phyllis Jingyi
LIN Jiahao
LIN Zhijian
LIN Jinfeng
LIN Yunfeng
LIU He
LIU Zeyuan
LIU Guanhua
LIU Jue
LIU Zijun
LIU Mengyao
LIU Ziyu
LIU Ruocong
LIU Jiangying
LIU Mingshi
LOH Yuan Wei Joshua
LOW Zishi
LU Yijin
LU Siyuan
LU Weiqi
LUONG Thanh Trung
LY Phuong Thao
MA Jieyuan
MANJIT SINGH Gathlynn Kaur
MARCO Kevin
MAY THAZIN O0 Holly
MOHAMED Umar Hakim
MOHD MIKHAIL Mohammad Harris
Loo Bin
MU Yijie
MULJONO Aileen Aurelia
MUSTAFA Tamir
MYAT PHONE NAING Wilson
MYAT THU George
NAH Nicholas Wei Rong
NATHAN Nathan
NG Sin Yee
NGAN Ka Shue
NGUI Ian Zhi Xiong
NGUYEN Hoang Vi
NGUYEN Minh Hieu
NGUYEN Thi Huynh Giao
NGUYEN Minh Hieu
NGUYEN Thu Uyen
NGUYEN Thi Quynh Anh
NGUYEN Tan Anh Tuan
NGUYEN Thai Anh
NI Jing
NIU Shuyue
ONG Jeremy Wei Xi
001 Joon Hang
ORRI SOH Natasha Chloe
PAING PHONE PYAE patrick lee
PERIES Isuru Jude Arundra
PHAM Ngoc Thang
PHUNG Thi Thu Phuong
PRASETIYO Cherry Priscilia
QIN Feiyan
QIU Yangxin
RONALD Alrons
SALIM Vela
SAMULO Ramadhan Hawari
SAW Guo Yi
SENDJAJA Nathalia
SHEN Jialiang
SHI Si
SHI Geyi
SHI Yiyuan
SHI Jiaqi
SIAW Wai Ting
SIEVA Olivia Jeanie
SIM Yee Ling
SONG Yiyun
SU Ziqi
SUDIYANTO Pieter Tandu
SUHARTO Alvin Pratama Poetra
TAM Denise Tze Ning
TAN Yee Tze
TAN Peh Hong
TANG Changyuan
TEE Bryan Kien Hong
TENG Chloe Qi Huei
TEO Grace Chui Shuang
CHENG Yu-Chuan
CHO THAR HNIN Jeanne
CHRISTIAN Jonathan
CITRARAMYAGUNA Devina
DARMANTO Marshall Bevan Alexander
DELPHINA Jessica
DENG Yaxin
EDWIN Maurice Bernardo
EUM Heekyoung
FATEEVA Sofiya
FIKRIAHZ Azahra
FOO Janine Shu Yin
GAO Jintian
GUMULYA Anjanette Faustina
GUNAWAN Jennifer Patricia
HEANG Nam King
HELGANITA Theofila
HO Nicholas
HTET THIRI AUNG Jessica
HU Jiale
HUANG He
IVANDER Bradley
JIANG Fangfei
JIANG Zhongping
KAMAJAYA Tung Waldo
KIJWANICHPRASERT Nattapat
KOLOPAKING Glenn Suryo
KONG Siong Wah
KURNIAWAN Andrew
LAICHANT Worapitcha
LEEKITWATTANA Matima
LIN Jinyin
LIU Yolanda
LIU Ching-Pu
LOUISE Carissa
LUHUR Andrew Ignazio
LUO Haowen
MAHENDRA Jessica Eileen
MART Samuel Richard
NG Weng Ian
NG Manuel Francisco De Los Reyes
NG Elisabeth Wan Qin
ONGKO Wilfred
OUYANG Miaoxin
PANGESTU Florencia
PHONE MYINT WAI Steven
PHU THIT HNIN Kathryn
PRIMA Renaldi
PURWONO Vincentius Alviano
QIAN Yuan
RINALDY Mario Yohanes
SADIKIN Samantha Christine
SALIM Johan Setiawan
SANTOSO Laurensia Sherin
SANTOSO Helmi Nabil
SARAH Katarina
SETIADI Matthew William
SETIAWAN Patrick
SETYANATA Daniel
SUMANTRI Alvianty Chaerunnisa
SUN GeLu
TABRANI Jason
TAMIN Celline
TANUWIDJAJA Ivan Santosa
TENGGONO Girvan Christian
THE Steve Teja
TJU Donie Cannavaro
TOH Miao Juan
VAKILIFARD Mehrnaz
VINCENT Leonardo
WANG Zhiyan
WIDJAJA Tiffany
WIRAWAN Jennifer
WONG Jianling Daryl
XU Dawei
XU Shiqi
YEO Shi Meen
YUAN Ziwen
ZHANG Wenjia
ZHANG Linwei
ZHANG Qi
ZHOU Xinyu

OCTOBER FAST TRACK 2016
BAI Qinyu
BASUKI Jennifer Owen
BASYAH Naufal Fairisa
BUDIPRABAWA Aren Nadya Jagunap
CAROLINE Monica
CHEN Longhao
CHEN Mian
FAN Jihao
HALIM Janice
HOANG Duc Loc
HUANG Xinran
JOUDAN Kenichi
KUAN Claryss Rou Huey
LAISINA Keshia
LIN Leyi
LIN Ziyue
LIU Yueheng
LU Ningyi
MOHAMD FATMI Nurin Fatimah Hamshi
MOHANTY Asmita
NAWAZ Muhammad Taimoor
NI Kejun
OCTAVIA
SONG Yujian
SU Pin-Yu
TJHAI YU NEN David
TRAN Lam Bach
TSUI Yat Ching
VINCENTA Gilbert
WANG Yunxiao
WANG Xunhai
WANG Zongzhou
WIRAWAN Alfarez
WU Chuyao
WU Tianqi
XU Yan
XU Zhangwen
XUE Gaofei
YANG Sihan
YANG Brittaney
YE Ting
YEAP Gemma Ming Roe
YU Xiang
ZHANG Zhitian
ZHANG Xun
ZHANG Tianshu
ZHU Haiming
ZUBOV Denis
FOUNDATION STUDIES (FS) DUXES 2016

HERMANTO Timothy
LU Ningyi
XU Xiaohai

FS UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP SEMESTER 1
NIKEN Pricilla
YU Yuheng
WANG Lu
ZHANG Lyulei
ZHANG Wenlin

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE COMMERCE SCHOLARSHIP TO FS STUDENTS SEMESTER 1
Amy Wong
Jingjing Cheng
Hoang Thai Viet Pham
Tran Hoang
Teresa Cayanti
Cliveton Lo
Uytak Te
Clara Tang
Kantamanee Jarunrat
Michelle Setiawan
Adam MD Yasin
Yong Ty Lav

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE COMMERCE SCHOLARSHIP TO FS STUDENTS SEMESTER 2
HARTONO Jeannifer
HOANG Nam Phuong
LIU Wing Yan
TAN Chu Sheen Benedict
FENG Kexin
TIRTANA Michael
ZHANG Wenlin

TRINITY INSTITUTE

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE - ENGINEERS (JANUARY)
Christian BASSE
Nadia KIAMILEV
Natalia BELKOVKA
Criana LAMET
Charles BONCELET
Emily LEIBOVITZ
Morgan BRADY
Thomas LEWANDOWSKI
Valerie CARTER
Andrew LIPMAN
Shelby CHAN
Ruobi LIU
Ryan DALEY
Ashley LURIE
Joe FORTEBUONO
Callie O’CONNELL
William (Bill) GIFFEAR
Sydnee PROSSER
Daniel GRINDLE
Lou ROSSI
Alex HADEMAN
Melanie STEIGER
Nicole HIGGINS
Joshua STREGER
Josh HITCHENS J
Jerome TROY
Rebekah Houser
Alexis WEBB

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE - ENGLISH (JANUARY)
Brionna CIANCA
Allie MAST
Kevin CONNORS
Sarah MCKEE
Lindsay CRAWFORD
Emily MORRISSETTE
MacKenzie CROSS
Katie O’BRIEN
Brittany DELAURENTIS
MaryKate O’RIORDAN
Angela GONZALEZ
Danielle PARKES
Shannon HARKINS
Rachelle SKLAR
Leslie HIRSHBERG
MeKenzie SMITH
Skye JOHNSON
Sarah STROUT

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE - NURSES (JANUARY)
Brionna CIOCCA
Christine MELLETT
Gwen CLARKE
Alexandria MLKVY
Rachel CURRY
Jordan PARKE
Lauren FINER
Michelle SACHS
Hailey FUZAK
Peri SANDERS
Samantha GERSON
Erika STEMPHEL
Allison KNOUSE
Hannah TATE
Risa LEDERBERG
Emily WHELEHAN
Sara Jo LEE
Kit WHITE
Diana LUCAS
Allison WINTERS
Michelle MCENROE
Ben YOGODA
ATHLETICS AUSTRALIA (JANUARY)
Angus ARMSTRONG
Alexandra HULLEY
Lachlan BARBER
Zoe HUNT
Holly BEECHAM
Nina KENNEDY
Sarah BILLINGS
Harrison KIMPTON-MOSS
Tayla-Paige BILLINGTON
Audrey KYRIACOU
Sandro BISETTO
Matthew LANCASTER
Nicole BOEGMAN-STEWART
Ben LIDDY
Emmet BRASIER
Kurtis MARSCHALL
Kathryn BROOKS
Scott MARTIN
Rohan BROWNING
Emma MILLETT
Paul BURGESS
Jemima MONTAG
Alysha BURNETT
Sara MULKEARNS
Stephen CAIN
Masiwa NJAWAYA
Declan CARRUTHERS
Zsuzsanna OLGAY-SZABO
Jennifer CHAN
Samantha PEACE
Tay-Leiha CLARK
Paul PEARCE
Breanne CLEMENT
Emma PHILIPPE
Maddie COATES
Darcy ROPER
Joshua CONNOLLY
Danielle SHAW
Beth CROFT
Clara SMITH
Matthew CROWE
Louis STENMARK
Karyne DI MARCO
Mark STEWART
Lauren DIXSON
Ashlee STIELER
Lyn FOREMAN
Rowan SUTTON
Adam GARGANIS
Megan SIZIROM
Samantha GEDDES
Andrea THOMPSON
Clare GIBSON
Jessica THORNTON
Jimmy GORDON
Grant WARD
Dan GREENWOOD
Conor WARREN
Rod GRIFFIN
Ned WEATHERLY
Phillipa HAJDASZ
Kirsty WILLIAMS
Jack HALE
Trae WILLIAMS
Amy HARDING-DELOOZE
Thomas WILSON
Jack HICKING
Georgia WINKCUP
Matthew HOSIE
Matthew WOOD

RAISE THE BAR (JANUARY)
Emily ALEC
Taalithah MARKOS
Zareth ANAU-SAM
Christopher MAYO
Donald ANDERSON
Anthea MOODIE
Ronald BARAGUD
Mundaljingu MUNUNGURR
Jacob BLURTON
Rikki Ann MURPHY
Schehera BRODERICK
Stevie- Louise OLIVER
Rossenna CHARLIE
Callan PEN-DENNIS WATSON
Eesha CLARKE
Ryan PETERS-CHAPMAN
Hallee COLLARD
Isabella RALEIGH
Jaxon CROWE
Jessee SANTO
Jessica DHALTHANGU
Andrew SAUNDERS
Georgia-Rose EDWARDS
Hayden SOLOMON
Henry GIBBS
Lily SPACKMAN
Lorraine JAFFER
Sophie WILLIAMS
Zoe NADIA KEILY
Luke WINMAR- BRIGGS
Juran LEBOIS
Connor WRIGHT
Ireland LEE
Gutingarra YUNUPINGU
Georgia MACKUS

TENNIS AUSTRALIA (JANUARY)
Michael BROWN
Jeremy LEE
Hayden CARNEY
Oliver MCMORRON
Gerry FENG
Naveen PONNAMPALAM
Vishal GANESHAH
Dinesh RATNAM
Rishi GANESHAH
Alexander SCHRAMM
Scott GARDNER
Nathan SETUKAWALAR
Haralambos GRIBILAS
Raagi SHAH-BRITTAIN
James HARRISON
Alex SIMPSON
John HE
Vedang TIWARY
Christian HOFFMAN
YALARI (FEBRUARY)
Kayla BAKER
Jamika KELLY-WIRTH
Zainel BIN-BUSU
Sarah-cait KIRKLAND
Keriba BLIGH
Jaimee LADYMAN
Ryan BROWN
Tramaine LATERRE
Isaacc BURGOYNE
Johanna LOBAN
Jacob BURGOYNE
Tathra LOWE
Quillon COUNCILLOR
Alyssa MCRADY
Ali CRAWSHAW-TOMLINS
Angel MILLER
Kiara DAVIES
Alkira MILLER
Jada DAVUI
Ryan O’CALLAGHAN
Reece EADES
Isabella O’HARA
Hayley EDWARDS
Marcus PATERSON
Lakeycha FARNHAM
Rhiannon REVELL-BLAIR
Tex GARSTONE
Ryan SEE KEE
Kealey GRIFFITHS
Koby SELLINGS
Aleisha HARRISON
Alana SHARPLEY
Grace HASLETT
Geoffrey SWAN
Calvin HUNTER
Molly TRINDALL
Mentors
Crystal GORDON
Alexandra TEUBEN

AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL MALAYSIA (FEBRUARY)
Edly Kamaruzzaman (Bin) Elias
Vere Malee Michiels
Muhammad Zafran (Bin) Zolkiflee Ruben Minnie
Shalahuddin Ahmed Khatamy
Aviraj Randhawa
Samantha Jansen
Praveen Revi Chandran
Nika Kascelan
Charles Arvind Sethuraman
Khalid Adam Khalid Emran
Jeremy Sng Koon Sir
Tzyy Yng Lau
Harmeet Kaur Sukhdev Singh
Jin Hoe Lim Whey Qi Teo
Paris Richard Magor
Lynnette May Lumayag Too
Shay Peter Maynard
Caroline Wathoni
Mentors
Sophie Cusworth
Alexandra Teuben
Jordy PARSONS-WIGHT
Josh COWMAN
Jack ROTTERING
Brook CULLEN
Karly SANDBACH
Devlin CUNNINGHAM
Emma STEEPER
Amy DAHMEN
Lesley SUTHERLAND
Amy DUNKLEY
Keeley TIMONEY
Rebekah ELLIOTT
Jake TODD
Cooper FARRANT
Peter TUHOY
Georgia FORD
Rhiley UNTERNACHER
Alannah FRAMPTON
Abigail WALSH
Natalie FREEMAN
Joshua WOODEN
Chelsea GERVASONI
Tim Wright
Molly HOOPER
Azalea ZAINOR
Benjamin JAMES

LILYDALE HEIGHTS SECONDARY COLLEGE (FEBRUARY)
Curtis ALDERIDGE
Skye JENKINS
Connie ANGROVE
Summer JENKINS
Jacob Barr
Carly JONES
Aidan BARRY
Jacob KEFT
Julie Byrne
Alanna LENNIE
Molly CAMPBELL
Brody MACDONALD
Olivia CARMICHAEL
Olivia MARIN
Emma CASLEY
Lauren OWENS
Jaide CLARK

Mentors
Crystal GORDON
Shahed KAMAL

GLOBAL LEADERS (FEBRUARY)
Mu BAI
Ziyi XIONG
Yang CAO
Zhengyang YI
Lin CHAI
Fujian YU
Yuanpeng GAO
Lixiang ZHANG
Yingqin LIU
Longxin ZHANG
Siyouan SONG
Zitong ZHOU
Lei TANG
Tianzhe ZHU
Mentors
Crystal GORDON
GAMBINA - INDIGENOUS SECONDARY SCHOOL (JUNE)
Virgil BIGGS
Jenny HULL
Jada BRIGGS
Cody MOHAMED
Lakeea CHARLES
Kaitlin ROBERTS
Susan DAVIES
Liarna TRIMBOLI

YOUNG LEADERS PROGRAM (JULY)
Kira ALLEN
Therese LEE
Ahmad Ghifari AMMAR
Yik Man LEE
Master Racharak APIJATABUTRA
Yin Xiang Clayton LEE
Muhil ARUL JYOTHI
Yu Wei LEONG
Minnie AU
Ka Hei Kristin LEUNG
Abizar BAGASRAWALA
Haowen LI
Ezra BANGUN
Kuan-Chuan LIAO
Kenny BASUKI
Say Hann LIM
Hong Minh Thu BUJ
Cheng Wei LIN
Kai Yin CH’NG
Ko-Ya LIN
Cheuk Chee CHAN
Che Kai LIU
Hoi Ching CHAN
Tsz Kiu LO
Nathan CHAN
Yeh-Min LU
Nicholas CHAN
Ka Wai Euphemie MA
Rachel CHAN
Harmony MARTIN-BINKS
Tsz Lap CHAN
William McKENZIE
Chun-Chun CHANG
Sze Wing MO
En-Chi CHANG
Rashida NAJMUDEEN
Hei Tung Hilda CHANG
Declan NEGUS
Yen Yu CHANG
Dieu Hoa NGUYEN
Jirakit CHANLONGBUTR
Gia Hy NGUYEN
Kah Yann CHEAH
Hoang Guynh NGUYEN
Chih-Wei CHEN
Jennifer NGUYEN
Jr Yu CHENG
Jenny NGUYEN
Lui Kwan CHENG
Minh Anh NGUYEN
Hiu Nam CHEUNG
Nha Uyen NGUYEN
Hui Yan Cheyenne CHEUNG
Nhi NGUYEN
Min Han CHIANG
Thi Anh Thu NGUYEN
Min-Hsueh CHIANG
Thanh NGUYEN TIEN
Mollie CHILCOTT
Goldion NOGO
Kresensia CHILIA IKA BULAN
Abraham PARDEDE
Tsz Yi CHIN
Wensheng PENG
Yu-Che CHIU
Khanh Ha PHAM
Psin CHOOTIWAT
Thuy PHAM
Chia-Ying CHOU
Ta-Rusdee PHOLPIPATTANAPHONG
Hei Tung CHOW
Podchanaporn PICHITPONGCHAI
Hiu Tung CHU
Panichanok PIYABENJARAD
Hui Ying CHUA
Nadia PRISCILLA
Tzu-Ching CHUANG
Zhenzhen QIN
Ka Lam CHUNG
Marni RAFFERTY
Kyle CORNIELLE
Pattar RUNCHAROENROD
Lissette DE LA MOTTE
Amanda Mathea Salim
Tegan DIXON
Amy Mathea SALIM
Frederique DONNELLY
Lian SALVIANA
Chayanuch DUANGKOSOL
Julia SARRI
Pemikar EIAMRATTANAWONG
Clara Alice SASTRA
Elizabeth ELIZABETH
Vanessa SASTRA
Cheylee FIDDLER
Wan Yiu Vera SHEK
Wai Yin FOK
Jiamu SHEN
Eugenia GABRIELLA
Muchyanee SIIRIPRAWATKUL
Tegan GIBSON
David Hans SISWANTO
Jessica Eklesie GOJANTO
Teparun SOK
Cleve GOSAL
Rui Lin SONG
Chawne Hannah GOSYCO
We are pleased to present the 2016 Annual Report for the Wing Man SUEN, Debora GUNAWAN, Yuxiang Oliver SUN, Bao Ngan HA, Jiraphas SUPAMITMONGKOL, Sandra Christine HALIM, Mei Ching TAM, Bonnie HALL, Dannian Sie Tao TAN, Kui Xiang HAN, Emmerly Xin Yin TAN, Yan Ting HAN, Hau Yu TANG, Zahra HANNIGAN, Shuk Kwan TANG, Chelsea-Lea HARBOTTLE, Wai Yee TANG, Yuen Shan HO, Yu-Hsuan TANG, i-Ting HSIEH, Michelle Novia TANUWIRYA, Yui-Wei HUANG, Felicia Danella TEJO, Xuan Son HUYNH, Tiffany TEJO, Sang HUYNH PHU, Nichanong THAMPRAMUAL, Gia Toan HY, Nguyen Trung Duc THAN, Noela IDO, Bao Ngoc TO, Regina IRENA, KA-TSUN TONG, Cheah Yung Tze ISAAC, Khanh Van TONG, Cameron JAMES, Ngoc Nhu Y TRINH, Wing Kiu JIANG, Victor TUNG, Hsin-Lei JUAN, Mariel Anne UYKIM, Joseph KALESKE, Sy Hao VANG, Rittanuphab KANNAWAT, Paphada VASINSITTISUK, Melody Ceria KASIH, Chris VATANIYAPRAMOTE, Jasmine KING, Thuy Trang VO, Hung-Yu KO, Heiching WONG, Tszkiu KWOK, Hiu Ching WONG, Sum Yee LAI, Szewing WONG, Yen-Lung LAI, Master Natawat WONGLUMSUM, Wai Chee LAM, Chih-Jung WU, Hiu Ching LAU, Xinran WU, Hiu Nam Kirstie LAU, Yi-Ming WU, Qi Ying LAU, Ji XIE, Sin Tung LAU, Jia Hang YE, Wing Hei LAU, Benjamin Zhia-Min YEE, Cheuk Ying LEE, Wan Yan YEUNG, Ching Yan LEE, Chi-Wei YU, Jiann Zhe LEE, Ngar Yeuk YU, Kyra Shanyi LEE, Kwok Tung YUEN, Man Yi LEE, Qijuan ZHANG, Mentors, Tom BEISCHER, Keit LOI, Sarah BRESNEHAN, Phuong Nam NGO, Regant CHET, Jasper PAPWORTH-NORRIS, Christopher CHOUREEMOOTOO, Himai PILLAY, Sophie CUSWORTH, Reegan QUICK, Crystal GORDON, Emily THOMPSON, Wassif KABIR, Isabella VERRROCCHI, Shahed KAMAL, Melanie WEISS, Matthew KU, Nadia WIBISONO.

**MELBOURNE WELCOME (JULY)**

Nika ABLAO
Katherine LAYMAN
Moritz ABSENGER
Clarise [Soohyun] LEE
Emilie ADAMSEN
Helle Kogsbel LEERBERG
Paris AHRENS-NICHOLS
Ari LEWIS
Stephanie ALEXIEV
Caroline LEWIS
Isabela ALVAREZ
Graham LIAN
Usaid AMIR
Alva LIU
Monica ARIAS
Jingyi LIU
Armen BAGDASAROV
Femke LOKHORST
Annabel BARR
Colлин LOUGHEAD
Antonio BARRA
George LUCEY
Luis BARRI
Andrew MACNISH PORTER
Natalie BAUER
Danielle MAHAR
Saidah BELO-OSAGIE
Alison MAMTSIS
Josefine BERG BRING
Lisa MARGOT
Talia BERNHARD
Margaret MARTINEZ
RISE - RESIDENTIAL INDIGENOUS SCIENCE EXPERIENCE (NOVEMBER)

William ANDERSON
Irving MOSQUITO
Tyrone BEAN
Michelle MOSQUITO
Douglas BRIGGS
Caitlyn MUIR
Neerim CALLOPE
Jenni MULLER
Jelika CARLTON
Isabella NICHOLS
Tony CHIOVITTI
Tiahna OXENHAM
Georgina CURTAIN
Armana PARSONS
Carla DAUNTON
Jakson PEACH
Kapree FOSTER
Olivia PERT
Jack GEORGE
Patrick PETTERSON
Jennifer HAMM
Maggie PETTIT
Keisha HANDY
Jerrika PEVITT
Karsha HEROLD
Bianca ROSEBLADE
Alex HOHOI
Casey SHARMAN
Orion HUNT
Shaniqua SHAWSHAN
Bonnie HUNTER
Maddelyn SMITH
Tarlia HUXLEY
Ryan SPARROW
Hannah INGRAM
Crystal-Jewel STEVENS
Emma JAFFRAY
Siena STUBBS
Shania JENKINS
Jordan TAYLOR-COLLESS
Macaylah JOHNSON
Tyler THOMAS
Jayde KNIGHT
Olivia TURNER
Angela MARKAS
Jasmine VERSTEEG
Cody MOHAMED
Matthew WALKER

YOUNG LEADERS PROGRAM (DECEMBER)

Tori ALLEN
William McKENZIE
Hugh ANDREW
Ariam MEHARI
Li Win ANG
Leila MOHMEDI
Qahirah Siew BINTI MOHD QHADAFFIE
Alyssa MORGAN
Mathias CHAN
Jedediah MYRCHIANG WALLANG
Jun Xiang CHAN
Anushri NAIR
IvanJing Xiang CHAN
Shi Qing NG
Rene Hui Ying CHENG
Ying Han NG
Serena CHERN
Abigail NG
Cornelius Jian Wern CHEW
Aimee NGUYEN
Seo Yoon CHO
Grace NGWA
Luke Yew Mun CHONG
Charlotte OCHSENBEIN
Chanelle Ziyi CHONG
Angelica PAN
Tin Ai CHONG
Jenny PAN
Ke Wen CHONG
Alexa Anggriani PARTSOEDARSO
Shino CHOI
Ishika PATEL
Naome CUMMINS
Huiying PEK
Eva CVETKOVSKA
Richard PHOON
Dwigdi DIKSITA
Malvik PRAJAPTI
Ana DIMOVSKA
Maleeka QUICK
Yen Nha DO
Muhammad Javier Arna RALIE
Michael DO
Rosanne ROYS
Khalista Diva ESTANTO
Olivia RUK-FERARRO
Ke Yi GAN
Naquuddin Kamal SAADUN Muhammad
Matthew GANI
Hafizuddin Kamal SAADUN, Muhammad
Timothy GANI
Ungku Maimunah SHAHARUDIN
Devlin GANI
Chun-Yi SHE
Georgia GARRELS
Patricia SHEERAN
Sophia GAWAN-TAYLOR
Aiko SHIMADA
Helen Gebru
Jesse SIMPSON
Clara Marie GEORGES
Carol SOANS
Tahlia GIBSON
Madeleine STIRLING
John GUNAWAN
Stacey SUHARJA
Jack HALL
Susherrie SUKI
Emmesyn HASSETT
MarcoSY
Silas Jia Shii HII
Kah Sheng TAM
Khanh Uyen HOANG
Huey Yin TAN
Sen-Ai HUANG
Yin Yee TAN
Sabry JAELER KHAN
Rachel Ai Zheng TAN
Harshan Kumar JEGATHESVAN
Tien Hong TANG
Aaron JOHANNES
Ruth TANGBAU
Savon JOHNSON
Chun Yen TAY
Sophia KARATIVOUSIS
Jing Wern TEO
Amrita KHANNA
Yik Haw TEOH
Kai Erin KHO
Keith Logen TINAHARAN
Jin Hong KUAN
Yi Xuan TING
Zhou-E KUAN
Lien TO
Cassandra LAU LI YIE
Tze San Nickles TO
Xin Yi LAW
Cynthia TRAN
Kar Fai Lee
Hao TRUONG
Shu En LEE
Kristofer TSAI
Qing LEE
Claudia Chin Yee TSEN
Deng Jiun LEE
Jasmine TURNER
Elvin LEE
Dieu Hien V VU
Jia En LI YEE ERL WAH
Haoyue LI

Phoebe WORTHLEY
Vanessa LI
Tong YAK
Euan LIM
Alice YANG
Zi Heng LIM
Min Chien YAP
Zhong You LIM
Ryan Khay Jing YEO
Jing Ru LIM
Garicsen Khai Tsen YEO
Wei Ling LIM
Zi Hao YEOH
Zhong Rul LIM
Abhiman YERUVA
Amber LIM
Wan Ling YEW
Ming Shi LIM
Chun Marn YIP
Rachael Jia Min LOH
Connie YUEN
Jun Yin LUM
Alysha YUSOFF
Simon McDOWALL
Zara ZAIN AZRAI

Mentors
Sarah BRESNEGAN
Himal PILLAY
Regan CHET
Bella Poon
Sophie CUSWORTH
Reegan QUICK
Crystal (Genevieve) GORDON
Mathuranga SIVAKUMAR
Paris HENKEL
Imogen SMITH-WATERS
Wassif KABIR
Alexandra TEUBEN
Shahed KAMAL
Emily THOMPSON
Matthew KU
Isabella VERROCCHI
Keit LOI
Nadia WIBISONO

Phuong Nam NGO
Russell WONG

HOPPERS CROSSING SECONDARY COLLEGE (DECEMBER)
Ann BANDAY
Vicky KOLEVSKI
Rachel BARNEY
Noa KONISHI
Chanelle BOUQUET
Natasha KONSOLE
Guyane BOUQUET
Harley LEWIS
Jessica BROCKWAY
Klemens LIM
Jade BROWN
William MALONEY
Justin CABUENAS
Bailey MILLARES
Jecelin CAI
David MOTOSKA
Dylan CAMANZI
Hamza MUGHAL
Amy CHEN
Pauline NAY AYE
Alin CIMPEAN
Alexandra NESIC
Amber COHEN
Benjamin NGIM
Tegen CORNELLE
Jemmah NIX
Caitlin DELANY
Amy O’CONNELL
Lacey DILUVIO
Rohnan O’SULLIVAN
Valeriya DULAI
Daniel OLIVERIA
Haylee DOWNES
Mark PAPUGA
Sonia FISHMAN
Neel PATEL
Taylah GATES
Brianna PEART
Nicholas GREGORY
GIFTS TO THE ART COLLECTIONS

Helen Fitzpatrick (TC 1976)
Dhupilawuy Marika, Indigenous larrakitj pole, wood and earth pigments.

GIFTS TO THE ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

John Balmford (TC 1948)
Sears’ Studios card-mounted photographs of the 1949 and 1950 College rugby teams.

Michael ‘Taffy’ Jones (TC 1957)
Loan of College-related photographic prints published in his memoirs for digitisation.

James Rundle (TC 1953)
Original Behan Building room door plaque, wooden, c. 1950s; a College-crested tea saucer with gilt rim; five card-mounted photographs of the College residential students, 1953-1957, and the College 1st Eleven team, 1957.

Christine Hanley
Two boxes of personal papers of the third Warden Ronald Cowan, several photographs, and seven 8mm reel footage of College events, dating to the late 1950s and early ‘60s.

GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY

Mr Duncan Reid
In the Image and Likeness of God : A hope filled Anthropology- Anglican Communion Office

Sir Andrew Grimwade
Their Stories, Our History-Poems - Gebhart, Peter

Samuel Namunjdra
Property from the collection of Dame Nellie Melba

George Baldessin: Sculpture and Etchings - Baldessin, George

Harry Mptyane - Great and Small - Mptyane, Harry

Rigg Design Prize 2015

Things and not things - Brennan, Angela

Melbourne 1970 - Williams, Fred

Positively Slow - Keeling, Fred

Desert Lake - Martin, Randy

George Baldessin: Prints 1963-1978 - Baldessin, George

Varilaku Pacific Arts from the Solomons - Howarth, Crispin

Clarice Beckett - Beckett, Clarice

Start Up Top Arts 2015

Augustine: Conversions and confessions - Lane Fox, Robin

Disputed truth: Memoirs 11 - Kung, Hans

Words and The Word : Case studies in using scripture - Sherlock, Charles

A Peculiar Gentleman - George Rusden

A Life - O’Leary, John

Meg Warner
Abraham A journey through Lent - Warner, Meg

Bishop Grant
Mecca - The Sacred City - Ziauddin, Sarder

Dean Dwelly of Liverpool-Liturgical Genius - Kennerley, Peter

Religion in Britain- A Persistent Paradox 2nd ed - Davie, Grace

The Image of Christ in Modern Art - Harries, Richard

God and War - Church of England and Armed conflict in the twentieth century - Parker, Stephen, Lawson, Tom

A celebration of the Book of Common Prayer - Speagle, Henry

The Cardinals - Walsh, Michael

The Holy Spirit - Thiselton, Anthony

God’s Continent, Christianity, Islam, and Europe’s Religious crisis - Jenjins, Philip

Pope Francis - Untying the knots The struggle for the soul of Catholicism - Vallely, Paul

Abraham A journey through Lent - Warner, Meg

The Clerical profession in the Long Eighteenth Century 1680-1840 - Hjacob, W.M.

Ben Draper
Holy Lives, Heavenly Light Study of the Windows and the saints who are in them St Pauls Cathedral Melbourne - Draper, Ben
STUDY ABROAD
University of Delaware (Chemical Engineering)
University of Delaware (Nursing)
University of California Irvine (PIRE)
Melbourne Welcome

YEAR 11/12 STUDY CAMPS
Hoppers Crossing Secondary College
Trinity Grammar
Lilydale Heights
Ascham School
Santa Laurensia Indonesia
Kurunjang Secondary School

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
School of Culture and Communication
Department of Pathology
Department of General Practice
Faculty of Business and Economics
Faculty of Veterinary and Agricultural Sciences
Department of Economics, Finance and Planning
Department of Chemical and Biomedical Engineering
Melbourne School of Engineering
AUSAID (International Office)
Melbourne Welcome Program
MU Sport

CONFERENCE GROUPS AND EVENTS

PROGRAMS
YLP – Winter
YLP – Summer
Global Leaders
Australian International School Malaysia

INDIGENOUS
Indigenous Tertiary Education Conference
Murrup Barack Summer School
Murrup Barak Winter School
Ganbina

SPORTING
Athletics Australia

NOT-FOR-PROFIT
Harvard Scholarship interviews
National Disability Service
Social Ventures Australia
Northern Support Services

REligious
Anglican Board of Mission – Life in Abundance
ANZATS – Australian & New Zealand Association of Theological Schools
City Life Church
University of Melbourne Overseas Christian Fellowship

CORPORATE
Zoo Victoria

OTHER ACADEMIC / EDUCATION
PRRLA (Pacific Rim Research Libraries Alliance Conference)
Australian Futures Project
OZTrekk Orientation
Skyline Education Foundation
Red Hat Australia Pacific Pty Ltd
GradReady

SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
Bookend Trust